Abstract: Whispering gallery mode (WGM) lasers and resonators are key building blocks for photonic integrated circuits. The quality factor and resonant wavelength are strong functions of the cavity size. Nanoscale WGM cavities suffer from a low-quality factor due to prominent scattering loss. However, the quality factor could be enhanced by forming an optically-coupled rod array or photonic molecules. Through simulations, we revealed how rod-to-rod optical coupling influenced the threshold pumping level and dominant mode selection, where the trend showed good agreement with the experimental observation. According to the simulation, the quality factor could be enhanced by up to eight times by forming a six-rod photonic molecule. The quality factor and effective mode were both superior to the single rods with the same wafer device footprint.
Introduction
Low-loss microcavity lasers have attracted a great amount of research interest for studying fundamental light-matter interactions and their potential applications for on-chip light manipulation [1, 2] . Among the different categories of microcavity lasers, whispering gallery mode (WGM) lasers possess high feasibility for use in monolithic fabrication, which is essential for large-area and high-order device integration. In order to take advantage of the total internal reflection, the cavity of a WGM laser usually possesses a full rotational symmetry, such as a microdisk, microsphere, micro-ring, or a suspended toroid, in a wide range of materials [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Cavities with very high-quality factors (Q-factor) have mostly been reported with the dimensions of tens of micrometers or larger. However, a large cavity is accompanied by narrower mode spacing, lower speed, and a larger footprint on the chip, which might not be desirable for wavelength-selective applications. The resonant wavelengths also shift with the cavity dimensions, bringing additional constraints in spectral engineering. One of the known approaches to enhance the overall Q-factor is to arrange the cavities into a certain spatial configuration for mutual resonance. Analogous to a hydrogen molecule, the coupling of two degenerate electron states will create two new states with different eigen energies. Moreover, the coupling between identical microcavities also results in new supermodes with slightly shifted resonant wavelengths. These optically-coupled microcavities are also known as "photonic molecules" (PM) [11] [12] [13] . Mode-coupling only causes fine-splitting in the spectrum and the resulting resonant wavelengths do not deviate much from the original, which is a strong advantage in spectral engineering. Photonic molecules consisting of identical circular or spherical cavities have been intensely studied for AlInGaP-materials or doped-silica in the near infrared region [14] [15] [16] . In recent years, WGM lasers with wide bandgap materials, for example ZnO and III-nitrides, have also attracted much attention due to their strong potential for observing room-temperature excitonic behaviors [17] [18] [19] . Due to their wurtzite crystal structure, crystallographic hexagonal nanowires or nanorods along the c-axis can be fabricated under a controlled growth condition [20, 21] . There have been studies on WGM resonance criteria and mode intensity profiles within a single hexagon cross-section, however the interaction between multiple optically-coupled hexagons has rarely been discussed [22] [23] [24] . Recently, we experimentally revealed the excitation-area-dependent and temperature-dependent mode hopping competition in the collective lasing of optically-coupled InGaN-based nanorods [25, 26] . In this paper, we conducted a semi-quantitative analysis of the influence of mutual coupling on Q-factor enhancement and its relevance to the dominant mode selection in the monolithic InGaN-GaN rod array. At the end of this paper, we suggest a highly symmetric photonic molecule consisting of six hexagon nanorods, which would balance a small mode-volume, a high-quality factor, and a low device footprint on the wafer according to the simulation results.
Materials and Methods
The monolithic GaN-InGaN core-shell nanorod array was fabricated via a series of pattern-and-regrowth processes. The detailed process flow can be found in [25] . The scanning electron microscopy (SEM), cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and monochromatic cathodoluminescence (CL) images are shown in Figure 1 . The core diameter before regrowth was 400 nm wide with a period of 900 nm. After regrowth, the hexagon diagonal was estimated to be 850 nm with a minimum rod spacing of 50 nm. The shell region consisted of five pairs of InGaN/GaN multiple-quantum-wells (MQWs). The composition of the quantum wells was 3-4%. The quantum well (QW) thicknesses ranged from 0.8 nm to 1.8 nm and the barrier thickness ranged from 6 nm to 8 nm according to its position in the rods. The QW/barrier thicknesses were found to be thinner at the rod-top facets and thicker on the vertical sidewalls, which was attributed to the inherently different growth dynamics among the crystallography planes in wurtzite crystals. The 376 nm CL emission in Figure 1c came from the InGaN quantum wells in the shell region, the 365 nm emission was from the core, and the 410 nm emission was attributed to the parasitic segregation at the top corners. The sample was excited by 355 nm Nd:YVO 4 pulse solid-state lasers for the photoluminescence (PL) measurement at room temperature. The excitation source was focused by a 100 times magnification objective lens. The spot size was controlled by tuning the position of the sample along the optical axis.
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where E0 stands for the amplitude profile of the standing wave and ω is the complex eigen-frequency: Two-dimensional mode simulations were conducted by commercially available software (COMSOL Multiphysics), which solved the wave equation of the electric field (E) with finite element methods. The eigen-solution can be expressed in the following form:
E(x,y,t) = E 0 (x,y)*exp(iωt)
where E 0 stands for the amplitude profile of the standing wave and ω is the complex eigen-frequency:
where ω res is the resonant frequency and γ is the damping rate of the electric field. Then, the Q-factor can be estimated by: Q = |ω res /2γ|
Finally, the mode intensity profile (U) can be plotted by:
We adopted the geometry nanorods in Figure 1 as the forming unit in the PM simulations. A single 50 nm InGaN layer was used instead of the actual 5-pair MQW structure in the shell region as a reasonable simplification for a semi-quantitative simulation study. The refractive indices for GaN and InGaN were 2.56 and 2.62, respectively. The extinction coefficients were first assumed to be zero without a loss of generality (i.e., the cold cavity case). Three-dimensional mode simulations were also conducted with the same methodology. Due to limited computational capacity, 3D simulations were only conducted for the single rod case. For the mode simulations that consisted of multiple rods, only 2D simulations were conducted. In a monolithic wurtzite crystal, the perimeters of the hexagon were surrounded by crystallographic planes, so they must be parallel to each other. Therefore, the relative orientation in the crystal between the hexagons is an essential parameter that does not exist in photonic molecules with circular disks.
Results
Figure 2a,b illustrated the lasing spectrum under two different excitation spot sizes, and their light-light curves are plotted in Figure 2c . Under a relatively small excitation area (diameter, D~12 µm), the threshold pumping density (P th ) was as high as 847.85 kW/cm 2 , and the dominant lasing mode resided near 368 nm. The P th was lowered to 313.7 kW/cm 2 while the D was 80 µm. Simultaneously, the dominant modes shifted to 376 nm under a large excitation area. In other words, the P th was reduced and the dominant lasing mode switched when more rods were included in the collective lasing. According to the CL in Figure 1c , the gain medium of 376 nm lasing was mostly found in the MQW shell region, while the gain medium of 368 nm was mostly in the core. Therefore, both modes could lase simultaneously if the pumping density was sufficiently high. A more detailed argument about the gain profile evolution with the pumping density can be found in our previous publication [26] . We attributed this excitation-area-dependent collective lasing behavior to the different extent of the side-coupling effects among the different lasing modes [25] . In our previous study, we qualitatively proved this mechanism with a truncated rod experiment where we removed the rods mechanically by blades and then attached them manually to a foreign SiO 2 template by gently smearing them on it. The SiO 2 template was thermally oxidized from Si substrates. While the rods were put on SiO 2 , the 376 nm lasing mode was strongly suppressed. As the long wavelength mode had a stronger coupling to the SiO 2 template, its optical energy leaked out more easily than the short wavelength modes [25] . In this publication, we performed a semi-quantitative analysis to prove this mechanism with mode simulations.
A 3D model was built according to the actual rod geometry acquired in Figure 1 . The energy profile of the two representative modes is illustrated in Figure 3 . The 368 nm mode (Figure 3a) had a one node plane along the rod axis while the 376 nm mode (Figure 3b ) had none. In the cross-section planes with local maximum intensity (white dashed lines), the energy profiles were all similar to that in Figure 3c . As the Q-factors of either mode were similar (Q = 533 or 542), both modes were competitive to each other in the single rod case. Therefore, the P th variation and dominant mode selection phenomena could not be explained by their original Q-factors. In the collective lasing, the coupling effects between adjacent rods need to be taken into account. To study the side coupling effects to the Q-factors, we formed a 2D seven-rod photonic molecule as depicted in Figure 4a -e. Six rods surrounded the central one with a six-fold rotational symmetry. The rods were aligned along the hexagon diagonals with a 50 nm corner-to-corner distance. Assuming the intensity profile of the central rod is invariant to Figure 3c , where two different supermodes resulted due to the interaction between the outer rods to the central one. Figure 4a is the intensity profile when the outer rods were weakly coupled to the central one. The photons leaking out of the central rod were partly recycled by the outer rods, but did not oscillate in the same way. Therefore, the optical energy was mostly restored only in the central rod. On the other hand, Figure 4b illustrates the profile when all rods were strongly coupled to each other and the mode intensities of all rods were similar. For convenience, we named Figure 4a as the "weakly-coupled" PM mode and Figure 4b as the "stronglycoupled" PM mode.
To simulate the response of the PM modes to the different excitation scenarios, three different optical gain settings were applied. For the cold cavity case as depicted in Figure 4c , the optical gain of all rods was set at zero as the reference. However, because the material gain spectrum actually covered the PM modes' eigen frequencies, the material gain is a function of pumping density. We assumed a pumping power density that gave the excited rods an optical gain of g = 800 cm −1 . Without a loss of generality, we also assumed that the rods were weakly absorbing and the absorption coefficient was α = −g = 800 cm −1 if it was not sufficiently pumped. Simultaneously, Figure 4d simulated the case when only the center rod of the PM was pumped, i.e., the small spot case. Figure  4e shows the case when all rods were equally pumped under a large spot. The simulated Q-factors of two PM modes under three pumping scenarios are summarized in Table 1 . To study the side coupling effects to the Q-factors, we formed a 2D seven-rod photonic molecule as depicted in Figure 4a -e. Six rods surrounded the central one with a six-fold rotational symmetry. The rods were aligned along the hexagon diagonals with a 50 nm corner-to-corner distance. Assuming the intensity profile of the central rod is invariant to Figure 3c , where two different supermodes resulted due to the interaction between the outer rods to the central one. Figure 4a is the intensity profile when the outer rods were weakly coupled to the central one. The photons leaking out of the central rod were partly recycled by the outer rods, but did not oscillate in the same way. Therefore, the optical energy was mostly restored only in the central rod. On the other hand, Figure 4b illustrates the profile when all rods were strongly coupled to each other and the mode intensities of all rods were similar. For convenience, we named Figure 4a as the "weakly-coupled" PM mode and Figure 4b as the "strongly-coupled" PM mode.
To simulate the response of the PM modes to the different excitation scenarios, three different optical gain settings were applied. For the cold cavity case as depicted in Figure 4c , the optical gain of all rods was set at zero as the reference. However, because the material gain spectrum actually covered the PM modes' eigen frequencies, the material gain is a function of pumping density. We assumed a pumping power density that gave the excited rods an optical gain of g = 800 cm −1 . Without a loss of generality, we also assumed that the rods were weakly absorbing and the absorption coefficient was α = −g = 800 cm −1 if it was not sufficiently pumped. Simultaneously, Figure 4d simulated the case when only the center rod of the PM was pumped, i.e., the small spot case. Figure 4e shows the case when all rods were equally pumped under a large spot. The simulated Q-factors of two PM modes under three pumping scenarios are summarized in Table 1 . The Q-factors under the cold cavity condition (Qcold) of the weakly-coupled and strongly-coupled PM was 241 and 448, respectively. Since the PM mode simulations were only two dimensional, the absolute quantity of Qs might not be in full agreement with those three-dimensional simulations in Figure 3 . However, the Q-factor response under different excitation scenarios still provided a significant insight. Under the small spot condition, the Q-factor (Qsmall) of the weakly-coupled PM was reduced by 1% when compared to Qcold, while that of the strongly-coupled PM was reduced by 35%. On the other hand, the Q factor of the strongly-coupled PM under the large spot (Qlarge) was enhanced by 495%, while the Q factor of the weakly-coupled one was only enhanced by 75%. In a nutshell, coupling with adjacent excited or unexcited rods will enhance or decrease the overall Q-factor respectively, as depicted in Figure 4f , and the response was stronger for the strongly-coupled PM modes. A similar argument can also be applied to the PM consisting of more rods. As the excitation area increases, the number of paired interactions between the excited rod will also increase, which yields a greater enhanced overall Q-factor. Since a higher Q-factor is an equivalent statement of a lower threshold pumping density, the significant enhancement from Qsmall to Qlarge explains the dramatic Pth reduction from Figure 2a to Figure 2b .
As the 376 nm mode and 368 nm mode had the same transverse mode profile, this simulation was applied to both lasing wavelengths. To explain the dominant-mode switch phenomena, we needed to consider the different coupling strengths among the different modes. As the 376 nm mode was in the fundamental axial mode and its maximum intensity plane lay in the rod cross-section with a maximum-width, its mode interaction to adjacent rods will be stronger than that of the 368 nm mode. Therefore, we can analogize the 368 nm and 376 nm lasing to the weakly-coupled and stronglycoupled PM modes in Figure 4 , respectively. Consider when the 376 nm and 368 nm supermodes have very close Pths under a given diameter of the excited area, D'. When D < D', the 368 nm supermode will dominate due to a smaller decrement of the Q-factor. Vice versa, when D > D', the 376 nm supermode will dominate due to a more dramatic increment of the Q-factor. The simulation results also had good agreement with experimental observation. The Q-factors under the cold cavity condition (Q cold ) of the weakly-coupled and strongly-coupled PM was 241 and 448, respectively. Since the PM mode simulations were only two dimensional, the absolute quantity of Qs might not be in full agreement with those three-dimensional simulations in Figure 3 . However, the Q-factor response under different excitation scenarios still provided a significant insight. Under the small spot condition, the Q-factor (Q small ) of the weakly-coupled PM was reduced by 1% when compared to Q cold , while that of the strongly-coupled PM was reduced by 35%. On the other hand, the Q factor of the strongly-coupled PM under the large spot (Q large ) was enhanced by 495%, while the Q factor of the weakly-coupled one was only enhanced by 75%. In a nutshell, coupling with adjacent excited or unexcited rods will enhance or decrease the overall Q-factor respectively, as depicted in Figure 4f , and the response was stronger for the strongly-coupled PM modes. A similar argument can also be applied to the PM consisting of more rods. As the excitation area increases, the number of paired interactions between the excited rod will also increase, which yields a greater enhanced overall Q-factor. Since a higher Q-factor is an equivalent statement of a lower threshold pumping density, the significant enhancement from Q small to Q large explains the dramatic P th reduction from Figure 2a to Figure 2b .
Discussion
As the 376 nm mode and 368 nm mode had the same transverse mode profile, this simulation was applied to both lasing wavelengths. To explain the dominant-mode switch phenomena, we needed to consider the different coupling strengths among the different modes. As the 376 nm mode was in the fundamental axial mode and its maximum intensity plane lay in the rod cross-section with a maximum-width, its mode interaction to adjacent rods will be stronger than that of the 368 nm mode. Therefore, we can analogize the 368 nm and 376 nm lasing to the weakly-coupled and strongly-coupled PM modes in Figure 4 , respectively. Consider when the 376 nm and 368 nm supermodes have very close P ths under a given diameter of the excited area, D'. When D < D', the 368 nm supermode will dominate due to a smaller decrement of the Q-factor. Vice versa, when D > D', the 376 nm supermode will dominate due to a more dramatic increment of the Q-factor. The simulation results also had good agreement with experimental observation.
The mutual coupling between rods has a strong influence on the overall threshold pumping density of a PM, but not always in a positive trend. To design a low threshold PM that is also practical for actual devices, all rods in the PM have to be uniformly excited. An effective coupling with peripheral unexcited rods will only increase the threshold pumping density. Therefore, a well-coupled PM with a confined device footprint is more practical than a large-area two-dimensional rod array for practical implementation. Furthermore, the hexagons do not possess a full rotational symmetry like that of the microdisks or micro-rings. The relative orientation between adjacent rods also plays an important role in forming PMs in the monolithic wurtzite crystal. For example, Figure 5a -d showed four different kinds of supermode in a hexagon dimer. The rods in Figure 5a ,b were aligned along the [100] direction (or a-axis) while those in Figure 5c ,d were along the [110] direction, (or m-axis) in the wurtzite crystal. In each configuration, the evanescent interaction further split into two supermodes, forming optical bonds or node planes in the middle of two rods. For the sake of brevity, we coded the supermodes with three digits: The first letter illustrated the relative orientation among each cavity, which could be either corner-to-corner (C) or side-to-side (S); the second digit was the number of cavities in the photonic molecules; and the last digit described the type of evanescent field interaction between adjacent cavities, which could be either bond-like (B) or node-like (N). For example, the supermodes from Figure 5a-d were coded as C2B, C2N, S2B, and S2N, respectively.
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The strength of the interacting evanescent field became weak as d increased, resulting in a gradual decoherence in the space. A similar damped oscillation also occurred in the Q-factor. It is worth noting that forming a photonic molecule does not guarantee an enhanced Q-factor for a particular supermode. If the evanescent field "outside" the photonic molecule is strengthened under mutual resonance, the photons are actually more likely to be scattered. Fortunately, when the Q-factor of one supermode is beneath the reference under a given d, the other one will surpass it. Therefore, we can still say that forming a photonic molecule helps enhance the overall Q-factor. Figure 5f is the same summary as Figure 3a , but for the side-to-side configuration. The dependence of λ and the Q-factor on d were similar, but the oscillation amplitude was higher in Figure 3b . We attributed the stronger response in λ and Q-factor simply due to a higher overlap of the evanescent field from each cavity. The maximum Q-factor took place in mode S2N, which was 2.2 times higher than that of the single rod case. The comparison further justified the necessity of considering the relative orientations for photonic molecules in a monolithic wurtzite crystal.
As a result, we could enhance the Q-factor by optimizing the PM's orientation and rod-to-rod spacing rather than by only varying the rod size. Figure 6a illustrates an optimized PM whose Q-factor was around eight times higher than the reference value (Q S6N = 1751). The supermode was noted as mode S6N according to the given naming rule, and the minimum rod-to-rod spacing was 300 nm. The evanescent field of each cavity in Figure 6a was squeezed by the node planes, which suppressed photons from leaking out of the PM. Furthermore, the overall lateral dimension was less than 3 µm, whose footprint was still much smaller than most of the reported microdisk WGM lasers. Figure 6b shows another single hexagon cavity whose footprint and resonance wavelength were both close to the PM in Figure 6a . However, the Q-factor was only 34% of the optimized Q S6N . Additionally, the PM also possessed a reduced effective mode area (A eff ) rather than a single large rod. Therefore, a much-improved Purcell factor can be expected since its quantity is proportional to the Q/A eff .
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Conclusions
In conclusion, we explained the collective lasing behavior in an InGaN-based hexagon rod array by mode simulations. The strength of the mode interactions had a strong impact on the overall quality factor and dominant mode selection. Furthermore, we also found that an optimized PM with small hexagon cavities had superior device characteristics to a single hexagon cavity in both pumping threshold and speed. Such PMs have strong potential for miniaturizing the active devices in IIInitride-based monolithically photonic integrated circuits. . The intensity profiles of (a) a PM consisting of a 6-nanorod whose rod-to-rod spacing was optimized for a maximum Q-factor; (b) a 2.8 µm wide microrod whose device footprint and resonant wavelength were both close to those of (a).
In conclusion, we explained the collective lasing behavior in an InGaN-based hexagon rod array by mode simulations. The strength of the mode interactions had a strong impact on the overall quality factor and dominant mode selection. Furthermore, we also found that an optimized PM with small hexagon cavities had superior device characteristics to a single hexagon cavity in both pumping threshold and speed. Such PMs have strong potential for miniaturizing the active devices in III-nitride-based monolithically photonic integrated circuits. Funding: This research received no external funding.
